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Abstract

To characterize the specificity of zinc binding to phospholipid membranes in terms of headgroup structure,
hydration and phase behavior we studied the zwitterionic lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine as a function
of hydration at 30�C in the presence and absence of ZnCl . Zinc forms a 2:1�1:1 complex with the lipid, and in2
particular with the negatively charged phosphate groups. Zn2�-bridges between neighboring lipid molecules stabilize
the gel phase of the lipid relative to the liquid�crystalline state. Upon Zn2� binding the C�O�P�O�C� backbone of
the lipid headgroup changes from a gauche�gauche into the trans�trans conformation and it loses roughly 50% of
the hydration shell. The ability of the Zn2�-bound phosphate groups to take up water is distinctly reduced, meaning

Ž .that the headgroups have become less hydrophilic. The energetic cost on the scale of Gibbs free energy for
completely dehydrating the lipid headgroups is decreased by approximately 10 kJ�mole in the presence of Zn2�. The
interaction of phospholipid headgroups with Zn2� is conveniently described by a hydrated zinc�phosphate complex
the key energy contribution of which is more covalent than electrostatic in nature. Dehydration of phospholipid
headgroups due to complexation with zinc cations is suggested to increase fusogenic potency of lipid membranes.
Zinc appears to be one of the most potent divalent cation in inducing membrane fusion. � 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among the first-row transition metals, zinc is
second only to iron in terms of abundance and
importance in chemical, structural and regulatory

Ž � �roles in biological systems see 1 and references
.cited therein . The coordination chemistry of zinc
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341-9715709.

Ž .E-mail address: binder@rz.uni-leipzig.de H. Binder .

is as versatile as the metal ion function in biology,
and this function is governed to a great degree by
the metal ligands. It easily accommodates nitro-
gen, oxygen and sulfur atoms. Zinc binds to nega-

Žtively charged residues e.g. carboxylates and thi-
.olates via coulombic charge�charge interactions

Žand to neutral residues e.g. carbonyls and imida-
.zoles via orientation-dependent charge�dipolar

� �interactions as well 2,3 . In addition, molecular
orbital effects make an important contribution to
the energetics and coordination of zinc complexes
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accounting for the favorable binding of zinc to
tetrahedral sites. The biological function of zinc is
at least partially governed by the composition of
its tetrahedral coordination polyhedron in metal-
loproteins. Also water potentially participates as a
ligand in zinc coordination polyhedra.

Although zinc is essential for catalytic activity
� �of several enzymes such as peptidases 4 , phos-

� �pholipases 5,6 and channel-forming Alzheimer’s
� � 2�disease amyloid beta-protein 7 the role of Zn

is in many cases more structural than catalytic.
The interaction of Zn2� with nucleic acids can
significantly influence their structure and function
Ž � � .see 8 and references cited therein . The binding
of zinc to nucleobases can destabilize DNA and
cause local denaturation of double helix on the
one hand. On the other hand, some three-dimen-
sional DNA architectures such as intramolecular
triplexes, kinks and hairpins were stabilized in the
presence of Zn2�. This cation also influences the
formation of protein�DNA complexes where it is
required for DNA-binding activity because the
metal ions probably stabilizes the nucleic acid-bi-
nding domain of proteins in order to maintain the
proper topology for nucleic acid association.

In our preceeding paper we studied complex
formation of zinc with ‘B18’, the histidine-rich
motif HxxHH of a short polypeptide sequence of

� �18 residues 9 . Binding of zinc to B18 has been
shown to stabilize an �-helical secondary struc-

� �ture in aqueous solution 9,10 and at semidry
� �conditions 9 . B18 represents the minimal mem-

brane-binding and fusogenic motif of the sea
urchin sperm protein ‘bindin’ which plays a key
role in fertilization, as it mediates the species-
specific gamete adhesion and presumably fusion

� �with the egg membrane 11,12 . The polypeptide
B18 causes rapid and effective fusion between
uncharged lipid vesicles only in the presence of

2� � �Zn 10 . In this case zinc seems to act as a
folding-aid by introducing a local peptide confor-
mation resembling the native zinc-binding site of
the parent protein. This hypothesis neglects speci-
fic interactions of the metal cations with lipid
membranes that potentially can interfere with the
effect of zinc on peptide conformation.

It is known that zinc ions are capable of induc-
ing fusion of phospholipid vesicles on its own at

concentrations considerably lower than were re-
quired for other divalent cations such as Ca2�

� � 2� 2�13 . Moreover, Ca and Zn possess synergis-
� �tic effects on membrane fusion 14 . Because the

reported fusogenic effect of zinc is far more ex-
tensive than effects with other cations this species
appears to be relatively potent in inducing mem-
brane fusion. This property and the high amounts
of Zn2� that are located in brain tissue suggest
involvement of zinc into synaptic transmission,
and in particular into fusion of intracellular vesi-
cles containing neurotransmitter with the cyto-

� �plasmatic nerve membrane 15 .
In general, metal ions bind to membranes in

� �two steps 16 . At first, long range electrostatic
interactions can strongly increase the local con-
centration of ions near the membrane surface.
For example, lipids with anionic headgroups such
as phosphoserine or phosphoglycerol attract

� �cations to a considerable degree 17 . In a second
step metal ions penetrate into the polar region of
the membrane and form complexes with specific
sites. The mode of metal ion binding preferen-
tially involves the phosphodiester and carbonyl
groups and the water of the hydration shell of the

� �lipids and ions as well 17 .
Here we focus our attention on the second step

of ion binding to characterize the specificity of
zinc-phospholipid interactions. To this aim, we
studied bilayers of a neutral zwitterionic lipid as a
function of water activity in the presence and
absence of zinc. This approach is expected to
yield information about intermolecular interac-
tions in the polar region of the membranes in-
cluding zinc and water. The general process of
membrane fusion must involve a sequence of
events, namely vesicle aggregation, surface dehy-
dration and membrane destabilization, before the
final merging of the bilayers can proceed. Hydra-
tion of polar interfaces and the repulsive forces
acting between them are obviously closely related

� �to the ability of lipid bilayers to fuse 18 . Conse-
quently, an investigation of the membrane system
as a function of hydration is expected to yield
information about their fusogenic potency. Re-
cently, we combined hydration�dehydration stud-

Ž .ies with infrared IR linear dichroism measure-
ments to characterize the molecular architecture
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� �of lipid systems 19�21 . Here this spectroscopic
technique is applied to deal with the current
problem.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we
examine the binding of Zn2� to the phosphatidyl-

Ž .choline PC headgroups, their conformational
response and the stoichiometry of the Zn2��lipid
complex. Second, we compare the water adsorp-
tion and the lyotropic chain melting transition of
the lipid in the presence and absence of Zn2�.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and preparation of lipid �esicles

Vesicles of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
Žphosphocholine POPC, Avanti Polar Lipids, Al-

.abaster, USA were prepared as follows. The lipid
Žin a chloroform�methanol stock solution 1:3

.v�v , was dried and re-suspended by vortexing in
Ž .water D O or H O at final lipid concentration2 2

Žof 2�3 mg�ml, followed by extrusion Lipex ex-
.truder, Biomembranes, Vancouver, Canada of

the suspension through a polycarbonate Unipore
Ž .membrane 100 nm pore-size, Millipore .

Sample solutions were prepared by mixing ap-
propriate amounts of stock solutions of the lipid

Ž .and of ZnCl dissolved in D O or H O, 10 mM2 2 2
to yield nominal Zn2�-to-lipid ratios between

Ž .R �0 and 3 mol�mol . Before measurementsZ� L
the sample solutions were stored overnight at
T�4�C.

2.2. IR linear dichroism measurements

Samples were prepared by pipetting 100�200
�l of the sample solution on a ZnSe attenuated

Ž . Ž 3total reflection ATR crystal 70�10�5 mm
.trapezoid, face angle 45�, six active reflections

and evaporating the water under a stream of
warm air. While drying, the material was spread
uniformly over an area of A �40�7 mm2

film
onto the crystal surface by gently stroking with
the pipette tip. The amount of material corre-
sponds to an average thickness of the dry film of
d �3 �m, assuming a density of 1 g�cm3.0

The ATR crystal was mounted into a commer-

Žcial horizontal ATR holder Graseby Specac,
.Kent, UK that had been modified such as to

Ž .realize a well-defined relative humidity RH and
Ž . � �temperature T within the sample chamber 19 .

ŽWe used a flowing water thermostat Julabo,
.Seelbach, Germany and a moisture generator

Ž . ŽHumiVar, Leipzig, Germany to adjust RH D O2
.or H O to any value between 5 and 95%, with an2

accuracy of �0.5% at T�30�C. Polarized absor-
Ž . Ž . Žbance spectra, A � and A � 128 scans,� � �

	1 .nominal resolution 2 cm , were recorded by
means of a BioRad FTS-60a Fourier transform

Ž .infrared spectrometer Digilab, MA, USA at two
perpendicular polarizations of the IR beam, par-

Ž � �. Ž .allel and perpendicular � with respect to the
plane of incidence.

Before starting the measurements, the lipid
films were hydrated for one hour at RH�95%
and subsequently dried at 5%. Then, RH was

Ž .increased stepwisely hydration scan . Polarized
spectra were recorded every 3% after allowing
the sample to equilibrate for 10 min at each step.
After reaching the maximum value of RH, the

Ž .scan direction was reversed dehydration scan . In
the samples without ZnCl , no hysteresis effects2
were detected. In the presence of ZnCl the2
formation of a complex between POPC and Zn2�

Ž .vide infra was observed in the first hydration
scan only after reaching a humidity of RH�60%.
Hence, this structure obviously requires an equili-
bration period of several hours in an atmosphere
of moderate to high humidity. At molar ratios of
ZnCl �POPC, R �1, the complex remains2 Z� L

stable after subsequently drying the film. At
R 
1, however, it partially decomposes at aZ� L

humidity below 40%. The complex forms again at
RH�60% in these samples. In view of this hys-
teresis, we exclusively present the results of dehy-
dration scans.

Although we used D O vapor in most measure-2
ments, some experiments were performed with
H O to prove that the spectrum of adsorbed2
D O, and in particular its bending mode near2
Ž . 	11200�1204 cm , does not lead to a misinter-
pretation of the IR spectra, especially of the

Ž 	.narrow � PO mode which also occurs atas 2 Zn
	1 Ž .1204 cm vide infra .
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2.3. Spectral analysis in terms of IR order parameter
and sample composition

The IR order parameter, S , of an absorptionIR
band was calculated by means of

R	K� A1 � Ž .S � with R� 1�IR AR�K �2

The polarized absorbances, A and A , were� � �
Ž . Ž .evaluated from A � and A � by integration� � �

after baseline correction. In some cases the bands
were separated using a global fitting technique
� � Ž . Ž .222 . In general, the ‘constants’ K � � E �E1 z � y�

Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . 2� E �E and K � � E �E 	x � y � 2 z � y �

Ž .2E �E depend on the Cartesian coordinatesx � y �

Žof the normalized electric field amplitude z� and
y� point normal to the ATR surface and to the

.plane of incidence, respectively . These compo-
nents depend on the ratio of the thickness of the

Žsample film over the wavelength of the light ��
. Ž .d�	 , on the angle of incidence 
�45� , and on

the ratio of the refractive indices of the sample
Ž .and the ATR crystal n �n �n �0.5821 sample ZnSe

� �23 . We make use of the ‘thick’ film approxima-
Ž � � � �.tion K �2 and K �2.54, 23 which has been1 2

shown to yield acceptable results for lipid films on
� �a ZnSe crystal at �
0.2 22 .

The peak position and the center of gravity,
Ž . Ž .COG�H�A � d��HA � d� of an absorption band

were determined from the weighted and baseline
Ž . Ž . � Ž .corrected sum spectrum A � �A � �K A �� 2 �

� �21,22 .
Let us consider two absorbing states of a moiety,

A and B, which can be distinguished by two
separate, closely spaced absorption bands, � �i

Ž . Ž . Ž .G � i�A, B . Here G � denotes the normal-i i
Ž .ized shape of each band area �1 and � is thei

integral molar absorption coefficient. The spec-
tral range of interest represents the superposition

Ž . Ž . Ž .of both modes, A � �x �� G � � 1	x �A A A A
Ž .� G � , in the absence of parasite bands. OneB B

obtains the following equation for the mole frac-
tion of the moiety in state A after calculating the

Ž .center of gravity vide supra and rearrangement

Ž .COG	COGBx �A Ž . Ž .g �COG 	COG 	COG � g	1A B Ž .2
�Awith g�
�B

COG and COG are the center of gravity ofA B
the absorption bands of the pure species which
correspond to x �1 and 0, respectively.A

2.4. Determination of water adsorption isotherms by
means of ATR-IR spectroscopy

The integral absorbance of a vibrational mode
depends on the number of active internal reflec-

Ž .tions N , the concentration of the absorbingref
Ž .molecules within the film c , the number of

Ž .absorbing groups per molecule n , their inte-
Ž .grated molar absorption coefficient � , and the

so-called penetration depth of electromagnetic
Ž 	1waves into the sample film d �	�a ; a�p

Ž 2 2 2 . � �. � �2 sin 
�n 	n �6 23 22 :ZnSe sample

Ž .A�A �K A �L d �N cn� 3� 2 � iso p ref

The function

n21Ž . Ž Ž ..L � � � 1	exp 	2 a� �iso 2cos


Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .� K � �K � 41 2

considers the effective optical pathlength of the
corresponding isotropic sample per internal re-
flection. For a water�lipid mixture the concentra-

Žtions of the components are c �N � � N �W W L L
. Ž .	1 Ž� N � R � � and c � N � � N �W W W � L L L L L L
. Ž .	1 Ž� N � � � molar volumes � � 0.018W W L W

.l�mole and � � 0.78 l�mol . Hence, the inte-L
grated absorbance of a selected IR active mode
of the water and of the lipid centered around 	W
and 	 , respectively, represent functions of theL
molar ratio water-to-lipid, R �N �N , of theW � L W L
swelling factor, ��1�R � �� , and of theW � L W L

Žrelative thickness of the film, � �d ���	 i�i 0 i
.w,L :
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Ž .N �	 �� �L �ref W W iso WA � �R andW W � La�� ��L

Ž .N �	 �n �� �L �ref L L L iso L Ž .A � 5L a�� ��L

Combination of these equations and rearrange-
ment yields R as a function of optical quanti-W � L
ties:

Ž .	 � n L � A AL L L iso L W W Ž .R � � � �K� 6W � L 	 � A AŽ .L �W W L Liso W

In general, the position of the absorption band,
its absorption coefficient and the film thickness
are functions of R , because the physic-W � L
ochemical properties and the volume of the sam-
ple vary with progressive hydration. In practice,
the wavenumber remains virtually constant at �

	1 Ž .�1500 cm ��	��	�0.03 because the ab-
sorption frequencies of the dry and fully hydrated

	1 Žlipid typically differ by less than 50 cm vide
.infra . The thickness of the film is expected to

swell by 1���1.3 if each lipid adsorbs 0�
R �12 water molecules. The correspondingW � L
change of L is small and similar for both ab-iso

Ž .sorption bands at ��0.2 �� L ��L �0.05iso iso
Ž .and therefore it can be neglected in Eq. 6 .

In preliminary experiments we found that the
integrated intensity of the C�H stretching region

Ž 	1 . Žof POPC 3000�2800 cm decreases by 35%
over the range of hydration considered here. Eq.
Ž .5 predicts for ��L �const that A weakensiso L
by �20% in contrast to this result. The extinc-
tion of the intense methylene stretching bands is
known to be sensitive to the state of the acyl

� �chains 24 . Obviously the choice of an appropri-
ate reference band represents the most critical
factor to quantify water adsorption by means of

Ž . Ž .Eq. 6 . The � C�O band provides a better
internal standard, because its integrated intensity
Ž 	1 .1780�1690 cm decreases upon hydration by
�25% which is close to the expected value. The

Ž .shape and position of the broad O�D or O�H
Ž . Ž Ž ..stretching band of D O, � D O , or � H O2 13 2 13 2

Žchanges only slightly with increasing RH data
� �.not shown; for H O, see Pohle et al. 25 . Hence,2

it is justified to assume virtually constant values

ŽŽ .. Ž .� C�O and � � under isothermal condi-L W 13
tions. Then, R can be estimated directly fromW � L
the ratio of the integrated absorbances by means

Ž . Ž Ž ..of R �K�A � �A � C�O . This ap-W � L W 13 L
proximation is confirmed by comparison with the
POPC isotherms, which were measured both
gravimetrically and by IR spectroscopy to yield

Žthe proportionality constant K see below and
. Ž .Fig. 4 . The � D O band was integrated over13 2

	1 Ž .the range 2700�2100 cm , and � H O over13 2
3700�3100 cm	1.

The adsorption of water to free ZnCl is de-2
termined in POPC�ZnCl mixtures at x �0.52 Z

Ž Ž . Ž .and x �0.5 cf. Eqs. B5 and B6 in AppendixZ
.B

Ž . Ž .R Z �R Z �R �KW � L W � Z Z� L

Ž .A �W 13� ½ ž /Ž .A C�OL x �0.5z

Ž .A �W 13	 �5Ž .ž /A C�OL x �0.5z L�Z

1	x z� �R .Z� Lž /2 �x 	1z x �0.5z

Ž .7

3. Results and discussion

3.1. IR-spectral characteristics of POPC before and
after Zn2 �-binding

The polar moieties of POPC progressively bind
water with increasing relative humidity, RH. Hy-
drogen-bond formation between water and the
carbonyl and phosphate groups leads to a charac-
teristic shift of the absorption bands of the C�O

Ž .stretching mode, � C�O , and of several vibra-
�tional modes of the phosphate group cf., peaks

Ž . Ž . Ž .1 , 5 and 8 in Fig. 1a, and Table 1 for assign-
� � �ments 21,25�27 . Two weak features at �1199

and �1222 cm	1 are noted at low humidity.
They are due to the k�1 and k�2 components
of the methylene wagging band progression,

Ž .k � �� CH , of the all-trans palmitoyl chains 28 .W 2 n
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Fig. 1. Selected regions of the IR spectrum of POPC in the
Ž . 2� Ž .absence a and presence of Zn b, R �0.7 at variableZ�L

Ž .RH D O �5, 50, 71 and 89%, and at a variable molar ratio2
Ž .of ZnCl -to-POPC, R �0, 0.7 and 1 c, RH�71% . The2 Z�L

temperature was T�30�C. The arrows indicate spectral shifts
Ž .which are induced either by progressive hydration a and b or

2� Ž .by the binding of Zn c . The numbers correspond to the
vibrational modes which are assigned in Table 1.

In the presence of Zn2�, the spectra display a
� Ž . Ž .number of new absorption bands peaks 2 , 4

Ž . �and 7 in Fig. 1c which have been assigned
to vibrations of the non-esterified oxygens of

	 G Ž .the PO -group and of the C glycerol �2
	 CŽ . Ž .O�PO �O�C choline -backbone see Table 1 .2

Other bands of the phosphate group sharpen
� Ž . Ž .� � Ž .peaks 3 and 6 , decrease in intensity peaks 1

Ž .� � Ž .�and 8 , shift considerably peak 9 and split
� Ž .�into a doublet peak 8 . Upon interaction of

multivalent cations with the free oxygens of the
phosphodiester group, the asymmetric and the
symmetric PO	 stretching modes are known to2
shift considerably toward lower and higher

� �wavenumbers, respectively 29 . The sharp, promi-
nent feature in the spectrum of POPC�Zn2� at

	1 Ž Ž .�1204 cm peak 2 is therefore attributed to
the antisymmetric PO	-stretching mode of phos-2
phate groups that interact directly with Zn2�-ions.
An assignment of the absorption band at 1119

	1 � Ž .�cm peak 4 to the corresponding symmetric
Ž 	.mode, � PO , appears reasonable when thes 2 Zn

two free oxygens of the phosphinyl fragment
coordinate in a symmetric bidendate manner with

Zn2� because the band spacing between the anti-
symmetric and symmetric PO	 modes is expected2

� �to decrease in this case 30 . The intensity of the
Ž 	. � Ž .�� PO band peak 5 is, however, hardly af-s 2

fected in the presence of zinc in contrast to the
Ž 	. � Ž .�� PO band peak 1 . Moreover, upon inter-as 2

action with other dications such as Ca2� the band
in the 1115�1120 cm	1 range appears without the

Ž 	.corresponding downwards shift of � POas 2
Ž .manuscript in preparation . We therefore assign

Ž . G Ž .peak 4 to the C �O� P stretching vibration, in
� �accordance with the literature 31,32 .

We conclude that Zn2� binds in an asymmetri-
cal fashion to the PO	 moieties. This way, the2
divalent cations form bridges between neigh-
boring phosphate groups via strong interactions
with the free oxygens. Analysis of a set of inde-
pendent phosphinyl�zinc complexes shows that
symmetrical bidendate interaction is indeed not

� � 	preferred 1,33 . Instead, the PO group tends to2
interact with Zn2� with syn coordination stere-
ochemistry where the average P�O...Zn2� angle
is 136� and the ions typically lie out of the plane
which is formed by the atoms of the PO	 group.2
Zinc displays coordination number 4�6 in com-

� �plexes with other molecules 1 . One can there-
fore suggest that other electronegative moieties
such as ester oxygens and�or carbonyl groups are
directly involved in complex formation with Zn2�,

Ž .and thus cause its high stability vide infra .
The preferred conformations of the P�O ester

bonds within the CG �O�P�O�CC-segment are
Ž .� � 	 	 � �g auche �g or g �g 29,34 . When divalent

metal ions bind to the phosphate groups of nega-
tively charged, fully hydrated lipids such as
dimyristoyl-phosphatidylserine or phosphatidic

Ž .acid DMPS or DMPA, respectively , this has
been shown to result in a loss of hydration and in
a conformational change from the g�g to the
Ž . � �t rans �t conformation 31,35 . A similar confor-

mational change is deduced here for the zwitteri-
onic POPC headgroups, based on the fact that

Ž Ž . . � Ž .�the intensities of the � P- OC band peak 8as 2
� Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .�and of the C�O�P-modes peak 3 , 4 , 6 , 7

show opposite tendencies upon Zn2� binding.
Both types of modes are expected to couple more
strongly in the t�t conformation because of the
coplanar arrangement of the C�O�P and the
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O�P�O fragments. We suggest that the vibratio-
Ž Ž . .nal energy of the � P- OC mode partiallyas 2

distributes over the C�O�P stretches in the pres-
ence of Zn2�, and thus its intensity weakens while
that of the C�O�P modes increases. In the g�g
conformation of POPC in the absence of Zn2�,

Ž Ž . .the intense � P- OC mode can be viewed as aas 2
virtually isolated group frequency due to the
non-coplanar arrangement of the C�O�P and
O�P�O segments. The sharpening of the vibra-
tional modes of the CG �O�P�O�CC-backbone
indicates that the binding of the metal ions is
accompanied by a pronounced immobilization of

Ž .the PC headgroups vide infra .
The presence of ZnCl leads to a sharpening2

� Ž . �peak 12 , see Table 1 for assignments and�or
� Ž . Ž . Ž .�shift peaks 11 , 12 , 13 of the N�C stretching

modes of the choline groups, whose conformation
is obviously also affected by the binding of Zn2�

Ž . Ž . �Fig. 1c . The splitting of the � N�C peakas op
Ž .� Ž . � Ž .� Ž Ž . . �11 , � N�C peak 13 and � P- OC peaks g as 2
Ž .�8 modes can be attributed either to the pres-
ence of two spectroscopic species with different
conformations or environments, or to a correla-
tion field splitting resulting from the mutual in-
teractions between highly ordered PC-
headgroups.

Finally, the contour of the acyl chain C�O
stretching band also sharpens in the presence of

Ž .zinc ions Fig. 1c . The shift of the right flank
toward higher wavenumbers can be interpreted in
terms of a Zn2�-induced dehydration of the car-

� �bonyl moieties 27 . On the other side of the band
a low-frequency shoulder is clearly visible at 1724
cm	1, which suggests that some carbonyls are
engaged in stronger interactions. They may be in
direct contact with the Zn2� ions, or close to
other moieties that are re-structured by the bind-
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ing of Zn2� to the phosphate groups. For exam-
ple, some water molecules could be trapped near
the interface by the divalent cations and form

� �H-bonds to the carbonyl groups 31 . A weak
low-frequency feature at 1700 cm	1, which ap-
pears at RH�50%, can be explained by the same
effect, i.e. by very strong C�O...HOH hydrogen
bonds of immobilized water. We note that hydro-
gen bonded C�O groups of partly hydrolyzed

	1 � �PC also absorb near 1700 cm 36 . However,
such an assignment probably does not apply to
the POPC�Zn2� sample, because the weak fea-
ture at 1700 cm	1 is not detected in absence of
Zn2�, and moreover, it disappears at RH�50%.

3.2. Molecular ordering of the polar groups of POPC
in the presence and absence of Zn2 �

The lipid forms multibilayer stacks which align
predominantly parallel to the ATR surface, as
indicated by the negative IR order parameters of

Žthe methylene stretching bands vide infra;
� �.21,29 . The IR linear dichroism of selected vi-
brations of the PC headgroup and carbonyl groups
is well suited to characterize the orientation and
ordering of these segments with respect to the
membrane normal, d, which is assumed to point
parallel to the normal of the ATR surface

Ž .Fig. 2. Selected regions of the polarized IR spectra, A �	

Ž . Ž . Ž .solid lines and 2A � dotted line , of POPC in the absence�
Ž . 2� Ž .above and presence of Zn below, R �1 in a D OZ�L 2
atmosphere of RH�71% at T�30�C. The numbers are

Ž .assigned to the absorption bands of the phosphate below and
Ž . Ž .trimethylammonium above groups cf. Table 1 .

� �20,37�39 . Fig. 2 compares the polarized IR spec-
Ž . Ž .tra, A � and 2A � , of selected spectral re-� � �

gions of POPC in the absence and presence of
2� Ž . Ž .Zn . Note that the condition A � �2A �� � �

refers to a random orientation of the respective
transition moment, or, alternatively, to a mean
inclination angle of 55� with respect to d. For the
specification of the IR-order parameters we ap-
plied baseline correction and band separation
techniques to minimize the interference with

Ž � �.overlapping bands data not shown, see e.g. 22 .
Characteristic S -values are given in Table 1.IR

The IR-order parameters of the vibrational
modes of the phosphate and choline groups of
POPC in the absence of Zn2� are readily inter-
preted in terms of the accepted picture of head-

� �group orientation in PC membranes 20,29,40�44 .
Basically, the highly mobile choline moiety, on
average, orients more parallel than perpendicular
to the membrane surface. The negative value of

Ž Ž 	..S � PO indicates that the connecting lineIR as 2
between the non-esterified oxygens also lies es-

Ž .sentially parallel to the membrane see Table 1 .
Ž Ž Ž . ..Likewise, the positive value of S � P- OCIR as 2

suggests an oblique orientation for the esterified
oxygens.

Upon Zn2� binding, the IR-absorption bands
of the phosphate group show pronounced changes
in the linear dichroism. In particular, the big

Ž Ž Ž G ..positive�negative values of S � P-O C �IR
Ž Ž 	. . � Ž . Ž .�S � PO peaks 7 � 2 are compatibleIR as 2 Zn

with a relatively uniform orientation of the corre-
sponding transition dipoles. Consequently, this
suggests a high degree of molecular ordering of
the phosphate groups.

Each of the two C�O�P fragments gives rise to
� Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .�a doublet i.e. peaks 3 � 6 and 4 � 7 . The

corresponding high and low frequency compo-
nents can be assigned, in a simplified fashion, to
virtually isolated C�O and P�O bond stretches,
respectively. Alternatively, they could be assigned
to antisymmetric and symmetric modes due to the
coupling between the stretches of adjacent bonds
Ž . � �i.e. C�O�P 32 . In the first situation the transi-
tion dipoles would point roughly along the vibrat-
ing bonds, whereas the transition dipoles of the
symmetric and antisymmetric modes would orient
approximately parallel and perpendicular with re-
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spect to the bisector of the P�O�C bond angle.
We suggest that the real situation combines both
simplified views. Consequently, the transition mo-
ment of the left-hand component of each doublet
is expected to deviate from the corresponding
C�O bond direction toward the long axis of the
C�O�P fragment. Similarly, the transition mo-
ment of the low frequency component should
deviate from the P�O direction toward the bisec-
tor of the C�O�P angle. The diagram in Table 1
schematically illustrates this situation. For the t�t
conformation of the two P�O ester bonds one
expects alternating IR-order parameters accord-

Ž Ž G Ž ... Ž Žing to the sequence S � C �O P �S � P-IR IR
Ž G ... Ž Ž Ž C ... Ž Ž C Ž ...O C � S � P-O C � S � C -O P .IR IR

The measured values exactly match this expecta-
tion, and thus confirm the stretched conformation

Žof C�O�P�O�C backbone cf. Table 1 for illus-
.tration . Note that also the S values of the otherIR

� Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .�phosphate modes peaks 2 , 5 , 8 , 9 are com-
patible with the extended orientation of the phos-
phate group shown in Table 1. The negative value

Ž Ž 	. .of S � PO indicates that the O�P�OIR as 2 Zn
plane preferentially cuts the membrane surface at
a right angle in the presence of Zn2�.

The different shape of the polarized spectra
Ž . Ž .A � and A � in the spectral range of the	 �

Ž .� C�O band confirms the multicomponent na-
ture of this feature which has been mentioned in

Ž .the previous paragraph Fig. 2 . Subbands at 1726
�3 and at 1740�3 cm	1 were attributed to
populations of free and hydrogen-bound C�O
groups, respectively, which in turn are summa-
tions of contributions of both the sn-1 and sn-2

� �carbonyl moieties 27,45,46 . The polarized spec-
tra show that the transition moments of both
populations possess different orientations with re-
spect to the bilayer normal, in agreement with
recent dichroism measurements on lipid systems
� �47 . The orientation of the subbands is obviously
not affected by the presence of zinc ions. The
spectra reveal a distinct sharpening of the low
frequency component. Its position remains, how-
ever, fixed at 1723�1 cm	1. One can conclude
that the presence of Zn2� reduces the width of
the distribution function of interaction energies
of the carbonyls, whereas its mean value remains
essentially constant.

3.3. The binding equilibrium of Zn2 ��POPC

Ž Ž . . � Ž .�The � P- OC band peak 9 represents as 2
well resolved feature, which shifts considerably
upon Zn2� binding but retains a nearly constant

Ž .integral absorbance. With g�1 Eq. 2 becomes
Ž . Ž .x � COG	COG � COG 	COG . Hence,A B A B

Ž Ž Ž . ..the center of gravity, COG � P- OC providess 2
a suitable probe to estimate the mole fraction of
lipid molecules whose phosphate groups inter-
act strongly with Zn2�, x � N �N t �L Z L Z L
Ž . Ž .COG�COG � COG �COG . COGmin max min max
and COG denote the minimum and maximummin
values which correspond to free and Zn2�-bound
phosphate groups, respectively. The fraction xLZ
increases linearly with the addition of Zn2� ac-
cording to x �2 �x , and it reaches a ‘plateau’LZ z

Ž Ž . .Fig. 3. Center of gravity of the � P- OC band of POPCs 2
Ž .part a and the number of water molecules per lipid, RW� L
Ž .part b, see below , as a function of the mole fraction of
ZnCl , x , at RH�71%. R has been estimated from the2 z W�L

Ž . Ž .integrated intensity of the � OD band of water see below .13
Ž .The right axis in part a gives the mole fraction of the

Ž .lipid�zinc complex x . The dotted lines in part a refer to aLZ
Ž 2�. �2:1 lipid:Zn and 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex see

Ž .�Appendix A, Eq. A5 . The solid lines refer to the model of
Ž .strong binding cf. Appendices A and B .
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Fig. 4. Gravimetrically determined molar ratio of water-to-
Ž � �.lipid R , solid line, H O 48 , and the ratio of theW� L 2

Ž . Žintegrated intensities of the � and � C�O bands A �A ,13 W L
.symbols, H O and D O of POPC as a function of relative2 2

Ž .humidity RH . The solid squares show the respective adsorp-
Ž .tion isotherm of POPC in the presence of ZnCl R �0.7 .2 Z�L

Maximum agreement between the gravimetric and IR
isotherms was achieved when a constant amount of 0.8 water
molecules per lipid was added to the gravimetric data. This
correction can be explained by imperfect drying of the sample
in the gravimetric experiment.

Ž .at x �0.5 Fig. 3a . The saturation behavior isZ
consistent with a 1:1 binding stoichiometry, simi-
lar to the complex between Ca2� and the doubly

2	 � � 2�charged PO groups of DMPA 31 . The Ca -3
complex has been described as a two-dimensional

Ž .network, where lipids within the same cis and
Ž .between opposite trans bilayers are bridged by

the divalent metal-ions, each of which appears to
be coordinated by four lipids, and each lipid by
four ions. Note that the initial behavior of the
binding of Zn2�, however, is more compatible
with the formation of a 2:1 complex of

2� Ž .POPC:Zn see Fig. 3 and Appendix A .
The binding of Zn2� is accompanied by a con-

Žsiderable dehydration of the uncharged lipid see
.Section 3.4 . For example, at RH�71%, the

number of water molecules per lipid is reduced
from R �6.5 in the absence of Zn2� toW � L

Ž . 2�R �4 at R �1 Fig. 3b . The Zn ionsW � L Z� L
obviously replace the primary hydration shell of
the phosphate groups to some extent. A similar
effect was reported for the interaction of cations

� �with charged phospholipids 35 . Beyond the satu-
ration limit, i.e. at x �0.5, the solvation of ‘free’Z

ZnCl gives rise to a drastic increase of the2
Ž .amount of adsorbed water Fig. 3b .

It is difficult to assess the partitioning of Zn2�

between its ‘free’ solvated form and its bound
state at the partially hydrated zwitterionic POPC
headgroup. An appropriate model must consider

Ž .both the binding and saturation behavior Fig. 3a
Ž .as well as the hydration Fig. 3b of the system.

Models which treat the data in terms of a binding
equilibrium of a fixed stoichiometry and a finite
value of the binding constant are found to over-
estimate the amount of adsorbed water at x �Z
0.5, because they predict a certain fraction of

2� Ž .free, hygroscopic Zn not shown . In Appen-
dices A and B we present a simple, alternative
model. It assumes strong binding at x �0.5 andZ
saturation of the lipid with Zn2� at x �0.5. ItZ

Ž .Fig. 5. IR order parameter, S part a , center of gravity,IR
Ž .COG part b , of the methylene stretching vibration and its

Ž . 2�first derivative, COG� part c , of POPC and of POPC�Zn
Ž .R �0.7 as a function of the relative humidity, RH, atZ�L
T�30�C.
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readily explains the experimental data in the in-
Žtermediate RH range 50%�RH�85%, e.g. Fig.

.3 . The primary hydration shell of the PC head-
group is usually complete at these water activities
� �48 . For the hydration capacity of pure ZnCl we2

� Ž .�used R �7.0�0.5 RH�71%, cf. Eq. B5 .W � Z
This value was independently determined gravi-

Ž .metrically. At low humidity RH�50% and at
2� Ž .high Zn -concentrations R � 0.85 theZ � L

phosphate�Zn2� complex partially decomposes
Ž .see Section 2 . This behavior indicates that the
PO	�Zn2� interactions are stabilized in the pres-2
ence of water.

In summary, the water adsorption characteris-
tics and the spectral response of the phosphate
groups demonstrate that zinc cations strongly bind
to the phosphate moieties of POPC. The appar-
ent stoichiometry of the initial Zn2� binding is
2:1 POPC:Zn2�, whereas at saturation each lipid
binds approximately one Zn2�-ion.

3.4. Water binding characteristics

Fig. 4 compares the adsorption isotherm of
Ž � �.POPC cf. 48 with the ratio of the integrated

Ž . Ž .intensities, A � �A C�O , as a function ofW 13 L
� Ž .�RH cf. Eq. 6 . The hydration of the lipid with

D O and H O yields identical curves, in agree-2 2
� �ment with previous results 49 . This spectroscopic

parameter is obviously well-suited to monitor the
Ž � �.binding of water to the lipid see also 19,25,39 .

The normalized IR absorption band of water in
the different systems was transformed into an

Ž .R -scale using Eq. 6 . Fig. 4b shows that theW � L
lipid becomes considerably less hydrated in the
presence of ZnCl . It should be taken into ac-2
count that the water binding capacity of Zn2�,
too, is distinctly reduced in the presence of the

lipid due to complex formation. For example, one
mole of pure lipid and one mole of pure ZnCl2
take up �7 mol of water each at RH�71%. The

Ž .mixture of both components R �0.7 bindsZ� L
merely R �5 water molecules per lipid. ThisW � L
difference in water-binding capacity, Rexc , re-W � L
flects the strong interactions between lipid and

2� � Ž . Ž .�Zn cf. Appendix B, Eqs. B6 and B7 . For
exc Ž . Ž .example, R L�Z �	9 cf. Table 2 , whichW � L

indicates that both lipid and Zn2� sacrifice more
than 50% of their hydration shell upon complex
formation.

Using the adsorption isotherms and the differ-
� Ž .�ences in water-binding capacities cf. Eq. B7 , it

is possible to calculate the Gibbs free energy
which drives the hydration process, according to
� �44,50

awŽ . Ž . Ž .G R �RT � ln a �d R a 8Hdehyd W�L w W�L W
a �1w

and the excess Gibbs free energy of dehydration
� Ž .�of the mixtures see also Eq. B7

exc Ž . idG R �G 	Gdehyd W � L dehyd dehyd

aw exc Ž . Ž .�RT � ln a �dR a 9H w W � L W
a �1w

The Gibbs free energy of dehydration, Gdehyd
represents a measure of the work to remove
water from the fully hydrated system to a reduced

� �water activity of a �RH�100%�1 50 . Gw dehyd
can be fairly well approximated over a wide range
of R by an exponential function,W � L

Ž . 0 Ž 0 .G R �G �exp 	R �R whichdehyd W � L dehyd W � L W � L
yields the Gibbs free energy of complete dehydra-
tion, G0 , and a characteristic number of ‘tightlydehyd

Table 2
2� aThermodynamic and structural data on the hydration of lipid�peptide�Zn systems

0 0 exc excŽ .System G R G 0 R atdehyd W�L dehyd W�L
kJ�mol kJ�mol RH�71%

POPC 26 2.5
2�POPC�Zn 16 2.6 	24 	9

a Ž 0 exc . Ž 0 . Ž exc .Errors: �2 kJ�mol G ,G , �0.2 R , �1 R .dehyd dehyd W�L W�L
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0 Ž .bound’ water molecules, R Table 2 . TheW � L
presence of Zn2� reduces G0 by � 10dehyd
kJ�mole when compared with pure POPC. The
absolute value of the corresponding excess Gibbs

exc Ž .free energy of complete dehydration, G 0 isdehyd
of the order of the Gibbs free energy of complete
dehydration of the lipid, G0 .dehyd

G can be regarded as a measure of thedehyd
energetic cost of pushing two bilayers together to
a water gap between them which consists of
2 R water molecules per lipid. Consequently,W � L
G0 represents a measure of two bilayers todehyd
come into contact. The close approach and subse-
quent fusion of lipid bilayers in excess water
requires partial dehydration of the lipids in the
region of contact. Hence, the marked decrease of
G0 in the presence of Zn2� can be viewed asdehyd
the thermodynamic driving force of zinc-induced
fusion. The accompanying decrease in the num-
ber of tightly bound water molecules per lipid can
be interpreted as a reduction in the repulsive
‘hydration’ forces, which usually prevent the
spontaneous fusion of lipid vesicles.

3.5. The effect of Zn2 � on the lyotropic chain
melting transition of POPC

Fig. 5 shows the center of gravity, COG, and
the IR order parameter, S , of the symmetricIR

Ž .methylene stretching band, � CH , of POPC ins 2
the presence and absence of Zn2� upon decreas-
ing the relative humidity, RH, of the vapor atmo-
sphere. The sigmoidal decrease of both spectral

ŽŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..parameters, S � CH and COG � CH , isIR s 2 s 2
typical for the lyotropic liquid�crystalline�gel

� �phase transition 21 . The freezing of the acyl
chains into a predominantly stretched all-trans
conformation is evident from the existence of the

ŽCH wagging band progression at small RH see2
.Fig. 1 .

The position and width of the phase transition
can be well characterized from the first derivative

Ž Ž .. .COG� � �COG � CH ��RH . The divalents 2
ions stabilize the gel state of the lipid bilayer,
because the center of the transition is shifted to a
higher value of RH by �RH�15%. The IR

Ž Ž ..parameter, S � CH and the mean position,IR s 2
Ž Ž ..COG � CH , suggest that the hydrophobic cores 2

in the L -phase is more ordered in the presence�

of Zn2� than compared with pure POPC. This
tendency can be explained by the formation of
Zn2�-bridges, which connect the phosphate
groups of adjacent lipids and thereby reduce the
molecular area available to the acyl-chains in the

� �L -phase 51 . These results are in good agree-�

ment with the effects on the thermotropic chain
melting transition of phospholipid membranes
that have been described for other divalent metal

� �ions 31,35,52 . Recently, we showed that the hy-
Ž .dration induced shift of the � CH band repre-s 2

sents a measure of the lateral compressibility of
� �lipid membranes 53 . Consequently, the signifi-

cantly smaller slope COG� outside the phase
transition range in the presence of Zn2� indicates
that the membranes become less compressible
due to the Zn2�-bridges.

The width of the lyotropic phase transition of
POPC is also found to be markedly increased in
the presence of zinc, possibly due to a mi-
croheterogeneous distribution of Zn2��lipid com-
plexes and of virtually free lipid. Note that the
additional degree of thermodynamic freedom in

Žthe three-component mixture free POPC �
2� .POPC-Zn �complex�water is compatible with

a transition over a range of RH, according to
Gibbs phase rule of a first order transition at
T�const and p�const. With increasing RZ� L
the amount of lipid not involved into complex
formation is expected to decrease. Indeed, the
chain melting transition disappears nearly com-
pletely at a Zn2��lipid molar ratio near unity

Ž .indicating saturation of the complex not shown .
Under these conditions Zn2� stabilizes POPC in
the gel state over the full hydration range studied.

3.6. The polar region of the membranes as a function
of hydration

The continuous change of the center of gravity,
COG, of selected stretching bands of the carbonyl
and phosphate groups of POPC with increasing
RH are characteristic signatures of the progres-

Žsive hydration of the polar moieties of POPC cf.
. 2�Fig. 6 . The addition of Zn shifts

Ž Ž 	..COG � PO to lower wavenumbers due to theas 2
Ž 	.spectral overlap with the � PO -band whichas 2 Zn
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Ž 	.interferes with the � PO mode in the spectralas 2
	1 Ž .range �1210 cm see Fig. 1 . At the same time

Ž Ž Ž . ..the COG � P- OC is shifted to higheras 2
wavenumbers because of the conformational

Ž .change of the phosphate group Fig. 6d . The
Ž 	.position of the � PO band in the presenceas 2 Zn

of Zn2� is virtually independent of RH, in con-
Ž 	.trast to the behavior of the � PO -mode ofas 2

� Ž . Ž . �pure POPC compare peaks 1 and 2 in Fig. 1b .
The ability of the Zn2�-bound phosphate groups
to take up water is obviously reduced, meaning
that the headgroups have become less hy-
drophilic.

Ž Ž 	..The COG � PO values of POPC and of thes 2
POPC�Zn2� complex are nearly equal at RH�

Ž .10% cf. Fig. 6c . With increasing RH the phos-
phate groups become more strongly hydrated in
the absence of Zn2� than in its presence, as
indicated by the more negative slope of

Ž Ž 	..COG � PO vs. RH. This effect can be at-s 2
tributed to the ability of Zn2� to screen the

Ž Žphosphate groups from water. The COG � C�
..O data can be interpreted in an analogous fash-
Ž . Ž Ž ..ion Fig. 6a . The drop of COG � C�O of the

POPC�Zn2� sample at RH�55% suggests that

Zn2� may be able to interact directly with the
carbonyl groups at low levels of hydration. A
similar dehydration of the carbonyl, and espe-
cially of the phosphate groups of DMPC, has
been previously reported to occur after the addi-

2� � �tion of divalent Ca 36 .
Ž .The IR order parameter of the � C�O and

Ž Ž . . Ž .� P- OC bands Fig. 6e,h change markedly atas 2
the lyotropic melting transition of the lipid,

Ž Ž 	.. Ž Ž 	..whereas S � PO and S � PO are al-IR as 2 IR s 2
Ž .most insensitive to this event Fig. 6f,g . This

different behavior shows that the degree of
macroscopic ordering of the bilayers is virtually
unaffected by the phase state of the lipid and�or
by the composition of the samples. The drop in

Ž Ž ..the absolute values of S � C � O andIR
Ž Ž Ž . ..S � P- OC at the chain melting transitionIR as 2

can be attributed to the gradual disordering of
the carbonyl and phosphate groups. The ex-

Ž Ž Ž . ..tremely different responses of S � P- OCIR as 2
Ž Ž 	..and of S � PO show that the mean orienta-IR as 2

tion of the phosphate groups is modified in an
anisotropic fashion. The CO�P�OC backbone
seems to align more parallel with respect to the
membrane surface in the L phase, possibly be-�

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. IR order parameter, S below , center of gravity, COG above , of the carbonyl part a and e , the antisymmetric andIR
	 Ž . Ž . Ž . Žsymmetric PO part b, c and f, g and the antisymmetric P- OC part d and h stretching vibrations from left to right, see2 2

. 2�symbols of POPC and POPC�Zn as a function of the relative humidity, RH, at T�30�C.
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cause of the expansion in membrane area which
typically accompanies the lipid melting transition.

3.7. Partly co�alent nature of zinc binding to
phosphodiester groups

Like all metal cations, Zn2� interacts elec-
trostatically with anionic groups. In contrast to
other divalent metal cations with similar ionic
radius such as Mg2� zinc ions possess a higher

� � 2�affinity to electronegative groups 8 . Zn obvi-
ously binds more tightly. For example, the inter-
action between nucleobases and Zn2� possesses
partly the characteristics of a covalent bound in
metalated bases than of coulombic interactions

� �between charged groups 8 . This property is due
to the attractive 3d10 electron-lone pair interac-
tion of zinc which is absent for divalent alkali
earth metal ions.

Moreover, theoretical calculations demonstrate
a high flexibility in the modes of binding of hy-
drated Zn2� owing to the variable hydration shell

� �around the ion 8,54 . Zinc displays coordination
number 4�6 in small-molecule complexes and the
coordination number 5 is particularly common. In
aqueous solution zinc exists mainly as the hexahy-

2�Ž . � � 10 2�drate Zn OH 1 . As a d metal ion, Zn2 6
is not subject to ligand field stabilization effect, so
that the change from the ligand field of hexa-

2�Ž . 2�aqueo species Zn OH to a ligand�Zn2 6
complex of different coordination number is not
energetically unfavorable in contrast to other
first-row transition metal ions such as Fe2� and

2� � �Cu 1 .
The complex consisting of hydrated phosphodi-

Ž .ester groups of the lipid, P�H O , and hy-2
2� Ž .drated Zn ions, Z�H O , can be viewed fol-2

Ž .lowing two approaches: i as a complex between
Ž . Žthe two hydrated subsystems, P�H O � Z�2

. Ž .H O and ii as a hydrated metalated phosphate2
Ž .group, P-Z �H O. The results show that the2

interaction of phospholipid headgroups with Zn2�

is more conveniently described by the second
interpretation. In other words, the situation can
be partly described by the shift of an interaction
between hydrated phosphates and hydrated
cations towards the hydration of a zinc�phos-

phate complex the key energy contribution of
which is more covalent in nature.

4. Summary and conclusions

The main aim of this study was to characterize
the effect of Zn2� on the headgroup structure,
hydration and phase behavior of POPC. Our re-
sults can be summarized as follows.

Zinc ions interact strongly with the polar groups
of the zwitterionic lipid, and in particular with the
negatively charged phosphate groups. The forma-
tion of a 2:1�1:1 � POPC:Zn2� complex is ac-
companied by a conformational change of the
C�O�P�O�C�backbone from a gauche�gauche
into the trans�trans conformation. It appears that
Zn2�-bridges between neighboring lipid molecules
stabilize the gel phase of the lipid relative to the
liquid�crystalline state.

Furthermore, drastic dehydration of the lipids
and metal cations is observed, both of which lose
roughly 50% of their primary hydration shell. The

Ž .energetic cost on the scale of Gibbs free energy
for completely dehydrating the lipid headgroups
is decreased by approximately 10 kJ�mole in the
presence of Zn2�. Dehydration of phospholipid
headgroups due to complexation with zinc cations
is suggested to increase fusogenic potency of lipid
membranes. In other words, binding of Zn2�

effectively renders the membrane surface more
hydrophobic, thus allowing fusion to proceed. A
comparative study on the interaction of a series
of alkali earth and transition metals with the
zwitterionic phospholipid is now in progress to
specify the hydration properties of the respective
metalated phosphate groups.

Clearly, the biological effect of Zn2� on phos-
pholipid membranes depends on two events,
namely accumulation near the membrane surface
and formation of a stable complex with the head-
groups. Membranes of anionic lipids are typically
more strongly affected by metal cations than
membranes of zwitterionic lipids because of
stronger attractive coulombic forces. It is well
known that the binding of divalent metal ions to
negatively charged lipids causes rigidization of the
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bilayers and dehydration of the lipid headgroups
� �31,35,36,52,55 . The new data presented here
show that Zn2� can nonetheless interact strongly
with the lipid headgroup by binding directly to its
phosphate group. The specific effect of zinc on
biological membranes is obviously not related to
the net charge of the lipid.

Enzymes that process phospholipids have re-
ceived extensive attention owing to their involve-
ment in cellular signal transduction in mam-

� �malian cells 5 . Members of the phospholipase C
class catalyze the hydrolysis of phospholipids into
diacylglycerol and a phosphorylated headgroup.
Interestingly, the phosphatidylcholine-preferring
phospholipase C has an unusual three-metal cen-
ter of three zinc ions at its active site which are
thought to interact directly with the phosphate

� �group of PC lipids 6,56 . Here the specific affinity
of zinc for phospholipid headgroups is probably
involved in catalytic activity, and thus it repre-
sents an further example of the biological role of
Zn2��phospholipid interactions.
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Appendix A: Stoichiometry of the binding of Zn2�

to POPC

Let us first consider a binding equilibrium of
Ž . Ž .metal ions Z and lipid L , according to

KbŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n �L free �Z free � L Z complex A1n

Ž .The stoichiometry n:1 of the binding and the
conservation law of matter give rise to the fol-
lowing relations

b b Ž .N �N �n �N A2LZ L Z

t b f t b f Ž .N �N �N and N �N �N A3L L L Z Z Z

ŽThe subscripts refer to the species L, LZ and
. Ž . Ž .Z and the superscript to total t , bound b and

Ž . 2� Žfree f lipid and Zn , respectively in moles,
.N . The water activity of saturated aqueous ZnCl2

� �solution corresponds to RH�10% 57 . Hence,
the existence of precipitated salt can be excluded
from the considerations at RH�10% under

Ž .equilibrium conditions. Insertion of Eq. A2 into

N b
L Ž .x � A4LZ tNL

yields the fraction of bound lipid, x , in the caseLZ
Ž .of strong binding K ��b

x 1 �Zn � for x �Z1	x 1�nZ� � Ž .x � A5LZ 1� �1 for x 
Z 1�n

as a function of the mole fraction of zinc, x �Z
t Ž t t . Ž .N � N � N � R � 1 � R , or alterna-Z Z L Z� L Z� L

tively, of the molar ratio of zinc-to-lipid, R �Z� L
t t Ž . Ž .N �N �x � 1	x . According to Eq. A5 theZ L Z Z

empirical function

2 �x for x �0.5Z Z Ž .x � A6LZ ½ 1 for x 
0.5Z

is equivalent to a concentration-dependent stoi-
chiometry

Ž .2 � 1	x for x �0.5Z Z Ž .n� A7½ 1 for x 
0.5Z

Ž .The behavior of the hydrated POPC�ZnCl -2
mixture is summarized in terms of a phase dia-
gram which depicts the fraction of bound and free
Zn2� as a function of the mole fraction of total

2� Ž .Zn cf. Fig. 7 .

Appendix B: Hydration of the sample

In the POPC�ZnCl mixture the water poten-2
Ž .tially adsorbs to free lipid superscript L , free
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ŽFig. 7. Phase diagram of the POPC�ZnCl -mixture partially2
.hydrated, RH�71%, T�30�C .

2� Ž . Ž .Zn Z and to the complex LZ . In the case of
ideal behavior the water distributes between the
components, i.e.

t L Z LZ Ž .N �N �N �N B1W W W W

The latter two terms are assumed to include
the hydration of the respective amount of Cl	

counterions. Division by the total moles of lipid,
N t , and making use of the molar ratiosL

t t Ž . L fR �N �N ; R L �N �N ;W � L W L W � L W L Ž .B2
LZ b Z fŽ .R �N �N ; R Z �N �NW � LZ W L W � Z W Z

yields

t	1 Ž . f bR �N � R L �N �R �NŽW � L L W � L L W � LZ L

Ž . f Ž .�R Z �N B3.W � Z Z

Ž . Ž .After insertion of Eqs. A2 and A4 this equa-
tion is rewritten as

Ž . Ž .R �R L � 1	x �R �xW � L W � L LZ W � LZ LZ

xLZŽ . Ž .�R Z � R 	 B4W � LZ Z� Lž /n

Within the framework of the model of strong
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2�binding Eqs. A6 and A7 no free Zn con-

tributes to the hydration of the sample at x �0.5,Z

whereas in the saturation range above x 
0.5Z
the water adsorption is determined by free Zn2�,
according to

R �W � L

Ž . Ž .R L � 1	2 x �2 �R �x ; x �0.5W � L Z W � LZ Z Z� 2 �x 	1ZŽ .R �R Z � ; x 
0.5� W � LZ W � Z Z1	xZ

Ž .B5

Note that at x �0.5 the system is treated as aZ
two-component ideal mixture of the ‘free’ lipid
and the complex. At x 
0.5 the complex andZ
‘free’ dissociated ZnCl can be viewed as two2
separate phases.

Let us now consider the hydration of the
quasi-binary system POPC�ZnCl . Following the2
same formalism as above one obtains in the case
of ideal behavior

id Ž . Ž . Ž .R L�Z �R L �R Z �RW � L W � L W � Z Z� L

Ž .B6

The excess amount of adsorbed water per lipid
in the real mixtures is defined by

exc id Ž .R �R 	R B7W � L W � L W � L

Ž . Ž .Comparison of Eqs. B5 and B7 yields
exc Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..	R L�Z �R R L �R Z atW � L W � LZ W � L W � Z

� Ž .�x �0.5 see also Eq. 7 .Z
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